Term 4
Secret garden

Term 5
Castles

Term 6
World around us

English- Writing diary entries and instructions
linked to plants. We will be reading ‘Jack and the
Beanstalk’ and adapting it.

English- Learning different facts about castles
and making comparisons between Henry 8th
and Queen Elizabeth 2nd.

English- We will be reading ‘The journey Home from
Grandpa’ and adapting the journey linked to the
journeys they will make into Year 2.

Science- Learning about Plants, trees and different
birds names.

Science- Materials- Exploring the properties and Science- Extending our ability to learn scientifically
different types. Carrying out investigations to
and labelling different part of the human bod and
test them.
animals.

Geography- recap key physical features
ICT- Photography- the techniques of taking a good
photograph. The editing features that can be
applied to improve a photograph.
RE- We will be leaning about the Christian Easter
story as well as learning about different leaders
and teachers.
Music- Exploring pitch. Experiment with, create,
select and combine sounds using the interrelated
dimensions of music.
Art- Van Gough drawing and painting / exploring
the work and style of different artists.
PE- Cheerleading- learning specific moves and
routines. Thinking about the music used and
working as a team.

History- Significant people/ battle of Hastings/
learning about what happened and re-enacting
it.
ICT- Exploring drawing on the paint program by
learning how to use different tools. They will
also learn how to save and edit.
RE- Learning about celebrations and different
Saints.
DT- We will be exploring how mechanisms work
as well as moving them. They will be creating
their own drawbridge thinking about these
mechanisms by making a drawbridge.
PE- Games- working well within a team. Considering
strategies to help in different games, developing
strategies and skills further.

History- People in our locality. What they did and
why and how it made a difference.
ICT- Recording voice linked to English story and
recording it on a PowerPoint.
RE- Christianity/ Belonging/ myself Symbolism.
Exploring baptism and weddings.
Music- Exploring pitch. Experiment with, create,
select and combine sounds using the interrelated
dimensions of music.
DT- Structures- thinking about bridges and how they
are constructed, as well as trying to replicate some.
PE- Gymnastics- Refining movements and posture
considering how we travel and se different parts of
the body for different effects and shapes.

